I am Tom McGough, Senior Vice-President and Chief Legal Officer of UPMC. Thank you for this opportunity to speak to House Bills 1621 and 1622.

I’ll begin with the opening paragraph of a statement issued by UPMC’s Board of Directors on June 12, 2013:

**UPMC**’**s Mission is to serve our communities by providing outstanding patient care and to shape tomorrow’s health system through clinical and technological innovation, research, and education.**

Within the comparatively short life of UPMC, this critical Mission has been advanced with levels of effectiveness and impact that probably are unsurpassed in the history of modern American medicine. Today, UPMC is widely recognized as one of the top academic medical centers in the world. The beneficiaries of UPMC’s success include the patients we serve, the communities in which we work and the health of human kind.

Today, UPMC provides health care to millions of patients annually. In Western Pennsylvania we are the clear provider-of-choice, and draw our patients from all over the world. UPMC currently cares for 40 percent of the patients in our region, and provides nearly 62 percent of the hospital charity care there. In the last fiscal year, UPMC provided $887 million in IRS-defined “Community Benefits,” made up of $268 million in charity care and unreimbursed amounts for programs for the poor, $238 million devoted to improving health and quality of life in our region’s communities, and $381 million spent on research and education.

To put that total number of $887 million in perspective, it is nearly twice the $470 million budget of the City of Pittsburgh, and roughly three times the total federal, state, and local taxes that UPMC estimates it would pay were it a for-profit company.

Most of the credit for these accomplishments goes to the 60-some thousand people who earn their livings at UPMC. But a significant portion of that credit goes to our Board of Directors, 24 civic leaders who volunteer their time and represent a broad cross-section of the communities and constituencies we serve. Although the Board’s membership has changed over time, that body has consistently defined UPMC’s mission and provided the strategic vision to fulfill that mission.

That Board also shoulders a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that UPMC’s charitable mission is pursued relentlessly and that its charitable assets are guarded zealously. That responsibility has never been taken lightly. If you read none of the other materials we have submitted, I would ask you to read the Background Statement to the Resolution adopted unanimously by the Board on June 12, 2013. It contains a fascinating, and sobering, review of the last 20 tumultuous years of health care in Western Pennsylvania.
That history reminds us that during those two decades Western Pennsylvania has seen the rise and ultimate failure of two major health systems, AHERF and West Penn Allegheny Health System. The AHERF implosion in particular had seismic effects across the Commonwealth, especially in Philadelphia, and remains the largest bankruptcy in the history of health care.

During that same time period numerous community hospitals failed or have found themselves on the brink of failure. Add to those examples the massive changes and challenges that are now confronting every hospital and every physician across the country and the message to our Board is clear: Providing world-class health care, academic excellence, and economic energy to a region is a complicated and challenging endeavor.

Fifteen years ago the UPMC Board made one of its wisest and most far-sighted decisions: creating the UPMC Health Plan. At the time that insurance arm was formed, numerous critics, including Highmark, publicly stated that UPMC’s integrated payor/provider model could not and would not work—that UPMC was destined to be another AHERF. Those critics, especially Highmark, have been proven wrong. As you have heard today, UPMC’s integrated model is widely recognized as a highly effective way to deliver medical value, and is now being imitated by organizations across the country, including Highmark.

For 15 years, however, the UPMC Health Plan has been a competitive thorn in Highmark’s side, the principal threat to its insurance dominance in Western Pennsylvania. Highmark has responded to that threat aggressively and relentlessly, deploying one strategy after another to drive UPMC out of the health insurance market. So far, none of those strategies has succeeded.

Instead, as Diane Holder has pointed out, the UPMC Health Plan has grown and Western Pennsylvania now has an “ideal” competitive environment for health care. In three short years the region has moved from one of the least competitive markets—with one dominant insurer and one increasingly preferred provider—to one of the most competitive—with Highmark and UPMC each offering narrow network plans featuring their respective health systems and several national insurers competing to offer networks with the best of both systems. It is no wonder that media outlets are reporting on the “price war” for health insurance in Western Pennsylvania.

For the region’s hospitals, however, this has been a mixed blessing. When Highmark acquired West Penn Allegheny it touched off what the Pennsylvania Insurance Department has called a “zero sum game” for hospital admissions. To put it bluntly, Western Pennsylvania simply has too many hospital beds, and any gain in admissions at one hospital must come at the expense of other hospitals.

According to plans Highmark filed with the Insurance Department earlier this year, it must increase annual admissions at West Penn Allegheny by more than 41,000 patients if it is going to save that now-struggling system. Note that it must do that whether or not UPMC gives it a contract.
Highmark has even specified the hospitals from which it intends to take those admissions. Unfortunately, the chart made public by the Insurance Department was and remains redacted as to the number of admissions Highmark plans to steer away from each targeted hospital, but the total of 41,135 is crystal clear.12

As unsettling as this chart is for the region’s hospitals, including UPMC, employers and consumers are quickly adapting to this newly competitive environment. As has been widely reported, major employers like Westinghouse, American Eagle Outfitters, Dick’s Sporting Goods, PNC, BNY Mellon, Education Management (EDMC), and even the City of Pittsburgh are offering their employees attractive alternatives to Highmark insurance,13 and while the enrollment data won’t be complete until after the first of the year, it appears that employees are taking full advantage of these new options. Meanwhile, UPMC’s conversations with employers around the region confirm that virtually all of them will be offering their employees an insurance option that includes in-network access to UPMC by the time the existing contracts between Highmark and UPMC expire at the end of next year.

House Bills 1621/1622
Other witnesses have described or will describe how an integrated model for delivering health care can improve outcomes, both economically and medically. In fact, the nation has now had more than a decade of favorable experiences with hospitals getting involved in the insurance business—Kaiser Permanente, Intermountain Health, UPMC, and Geisinger come to mind. But only when a powerful Pennsylvania insurance company, Highmark, began to get involved in the hospital business did HB 1621/1622 appear. And when they did appear, it turned out that the sponsors saw a problem with, of all things, hospitals getting involved in the insurance business.

Rather than reiterate points made by others about how HB 1621/1622 aren’t the right prescription for whatever supposedly ails IDFSs, I’ll turn to some other justifications that have been offered for the legislation and point out that it is a bit like snake oil: heavily promoted as a cure for a host of supposed market ailments but in fact curing none of them.
A. “Access”
In perhaps the most widely disseminated justification for HB 1621/1622, proponents have argued that it would guarantee various forms of access (“affordable” access, “open” access) for various populations (Highmark subscribers, holders of any insurance card, everyone) to UPMC facilities and services. Before examining that argument, it is important to understand what the exact state of “access” to UPMC facilities and services will be when the Highmark contracts expire at the end of 2014. In overview, by January 1, 2015, virtually every insurable resident of Western Pennsylvania will have the option of choosing affordable, full, in-network access to UPMC, and the small faction that can’t or don’t want to choose in-network access for a particular UPMC facility will have full out-of-network access.

The arithmetic is straightforward: Medicare and Medicaid subscribers, who represent approximately 50 percent of the insurable residents, are already guaranteed in-network access to UPMC after the contracts expire. Add the individual policyholders who will shop on the exchanges and the group plans that now offer or soon will offer insurance alternatives to Highmark, and the number of residents who won’t be able to choose in-network access to UPMC will be rapidly receding toward zero. Under the terms of the contract extension brokered by the Governor in 2012, moreover, even those subscribers who choose or are required by their employers to keep Highmark insurance after 2014 will have in-network access to Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, Western Psychiatric Institute & Clinic, UPMC Northwest, UPMC Bedford Memorial, and any cancer services unique to UPMC. UPMC is also committed to ensuring that Highmark members have in-network access to UPMC Altoona, UPMC Hamot, and UPMC Horizon for all Highmark insurance products. And, of course, Highmark subscribers will have full out-of-network access to all other UPMC facilities and services. As can be seen, everyone in Western Pennsylvania will be able to access UPMC if they choose, with almost all of that access being in-network.

Turn then to the argument that HB 1621/1622 will somehow improve on this situation by guaranteeing “affordable” access to UPMC for Highmark’s remaining subscribers. In fact, with or without this legislation, Highmark will never again allow its subscribers to use UPMC affordably. On the contrary, now that it must shift tens of thousands of patients per year from UPMC to West Penn Allegheny or lose its $2+ billion investment, it has no choice but to steer its subscribers away from UPMC by making UPMC too expensive for them to choose. It could do this by network design, by “tiering and steering,” or by deploying innumerable other techniques like increased co-pays, deductibles, co-insurance and out-of-pocket maximums. The only certainty is that Highmark will, in fact, render UPMC unaffordable for those who have Highmark insurance.

A variation on this theme is that the bills would somehow guarantee some undefined class of people access to UPMC’s “charitable assets.” In recent weeks Highmark has been running an increasingly aggressive, even disturbing, series of advertisements attacking UPMC’s stewardship of those charitable assets, including its hospitals, and suggesting that HB 1621 and 1622 will impose additional obligations on nonprofit institutions like UPMC. In fact, those bills do not deal with—or even acknowledge—the complex fiduciary responsibilities borne by nonprofit hospitals and instead treat nonprofits identically to for-profits, requiring both to enter into contracts with insurance companies at regulated rates regardless of whether those contracts will preserve or dissipate the provider’s assets.
A final species of the “access” argument attempts to leverage off the plight of a group of subscribers to Highmark’s “Community Blue” health plan who found themselves unable to get treatment at UPMC because of Highmark’s limitations on that plan. According to several of the bills’ promoters, UPMC has denied those patients access to its doctors and facilities, supposedly because they have the “wrong” insurance carrier, “even if they are willing to pay cash.” Pointing to this caricature of UPMC’s well-publicized decision not to offer non-emergent, out-of-network services to Highmark’s Community Blue subscribers because of the unique features of that plan—including its prohibition on “balance billing”—those promoters then state or imply that HB 1621/1622 would somehow force UPMC to treat those subscribers out of network.

In fact, HB 1621/1622 would not change anything about that situation, which hinges on the narrowness of the Community Blue network. Highmark specifically designed that network to exclude certain UPMC hospitals and services so that the plan’s subscribers would use West Penn Allegheny or other parts of Highmark’s captive health system, Allegheny Health Network. The underlying contracts also placed an additional obstacle in the path of Community Blue subscribers who wanted to use UPMC facilities or services: a prohibition on balance billing.

HB 1621/1622 would alter none of this; those bills leave insurers completely free to exclude providers from their networks as they see fit. Nor do those bills deal at all with services that aren’t included in the contracts between the insurer and the provider, i.e., “out of network.” So even with HB 1621/1622 Highmark could still structure its contracts and construct its networks any way it pleased, and UPMC could still decide whether and on what terms it would treat non-emergent patients out of network.

There is, however, an important and happy coda to the Community Blue controversy: On December 31, 2014, that plan’s prohibition on balance billing will expire, and thereafter its subscribers will have full, out-of-network access to UPMC.

B. Consolidation of Health Care Systems

A different reason offered for enacting HB 1621/1622 is the perceived need to deter a supposed wave of provider consolidations. One of the bills’ sponsors asserted at a recent press conference that “dominant providers are buying up community hospitals it seems every week, buying up doctors’ offices every week.” Another proponent argued in a letter to House members that “Large healthcare systems are consolidating at unprecedented rates . . . buying out countless physicians’ offices, satellite hospitals, outpatient care facilities and urgent care centers[,] . . . Acting almost as local healthcare monopolies . . . .” Highmark, meanwhile, asserts through its thinly disguised Coalition for Healthcare Choice that HB 1621 and 1622 “will ensure that any dominant hospital will not be able to demand unreasonable rates from insurers, which raises the overall cost of care.”

In fact, HB 1621/1622 say nothing at all about provider consolidation, large healthcare systems, or dominant hospitals. Instead, they impose their onerous regulations, including governmentally set rates, on any hospital—of whatever size—that offers a health insurance program—of whatever size—in competition with established insurers—like, say, Highmark. As Diane Holder and others have pointed out, this transparent attack on a health system’s opportunity to offer its services directly to patients is not only a very bad idea, but bad public policy benefitting no one, except, of course, Highmark.
C. Lowering the Cost of Health Care
According to one of the bills’ sponsors, HB 1621/1622 are intended “to bend the curve on cost” in the market for health care. It would supposedly do this by capping the rates paid to hospitals and physicians by health insurers like Highmark at levels far below what those insurers could obtain through arms-length negotiation. Diane Holder and others have explained why this sort of rate regulation has failed everywhere it’s been tried. But even if such governmental intrusion into the market actually kept the rates paid to hospitals low, the proposed legislation says nothing at all about how much of those savings the insurer must pass on to the consumer through lower premiums, which would presumably be set at whatever level the insurer thinks the market will bear.

If there is one lesson that Western Pennsylvania has learned over the last decade, however, it is that a dominant insurer like Highmark can force very low rates on doctors and hospitals and then raise premiums to consumers without any real restraint, thereby earning tremendous profits and amassing billions of dollars in reserves. Indeed, in a provision only a dominant insurer could have dreamed up, section 806(j)(2)(iii) of HB 1621 actually prohibits an integrated system from using any operating margin made on the provider side to “subsidize” the premiums charged on the insurance side. Apparently, if the hospital side of the system actually thrives, the organization would actually be forbidden from passing the efficiencies along to consumers.

D. The Law of Unintended Consequences
To the extent that some believe that HB 1621/1622 merit consideration as a lever to force UPMC to give Highmark the long-term contract it so clearly covets, I would suggest consideration of the law of unintended consequences. The Insurance Federation of Pennsylvania pointed out in its presentation that a contract between Highmark and UPMC would combine into a collaborative relationship the region’s dominant insurer, its second-most dominant insurer, its dominant provider, and its second-most dominant provider. That combination would control virtually all of health insurance and virtually all of health care in Western Pennsylvania, a result with profound antitrust implications, and would likely do damage to other hospitals and other insurers. As the IFP argues, the region would be far better served by keeping Highmark and UPMC at arm’s length than by demanding that they collaborate.22

Another unintended consequence of a contract between Highmark and UPMC would be the likely demise of the former West Penn Allegheny Health System. While it was seeking the Insurance Department’s approval to acquire that health system, Highmark generated projections showing that, in the event it extended its relationship with UPMC, it could not move enough volume into West Penn Allegheny to turn that system around.23 That reality explains why the Insurance Department’s order approving the acquisition specifically prohibited Highmark from entering into a new contract with UPMC unless it produced:

*updated information, based on reasonable assumptions and credible projections on the impact of any New UPMC Contract on the financial performance of WPAHS, as well as an independent analysis of an expert on the impact of the New UPMC Contract on both the insurance and provider markets in the region including but not limited to any effects on competition.*24
The introduction and promotion of HB 1621/1622 is merely the latest chapter in a long-running effort by Highmark to lure or force UPMC into a destructive contract, one that would either compel UPMC to exit the insurance market or to surrender the future of its providers to the vagaries of a rate-setting process guaranteed to ruin a world-class academic medical center and the principal engine of Western Pennsylvania’s economy.

In its super-heated pursuit of this unwise and unattainable contractual relationship, Highmark has in recent weeks ratcheted its advertising in support of HB 1621/1622 up to new heights. Its television attacks on UPMC have now reached saturation levels in Western Pennsylvania and have ranged in tone from pleading to insulting to vaguely threatening.

Highmark, like UPMC, is a 501(c)(3) public charity operating tax-exempt hospitals that have been built with contributions from the community. Yet it is pouring millions of dollars in charitable assets into this tone-deaf campaign to achieve an unworthy goal.

Regrettably, UPMC has had to waste far too much time and expend far too much money dealing with this political nonsense, resources that could be better spent on providing the highest quality health care to those who need it most.

I want to thank the Committee for this rare opportunity to address HB 1621/1622 in a thorough and temperate fashion and along with Diane Holder would be happy to answer any questions you might have.
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